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What is the project about? 
 
 This is a project about people rather than things 

 

 Define a role 

 Raise the profile 

 Articulate the value 

 Describe a culture 

 

 

 Create a network of  academics who have a particular 
interest in teaching first year mathematics 

 



What’s in it for all of us? 

First year students are our future 
 
 Graduate Students  

 
 Professionals with maths qualifications 

 
 Scientists 
 
 Teachers 



What does a first year coordinator do? 

Our first task was to talk to people who had a 
defined role as first year coordinator or a large 
responsibility for first year teaching. 
 
We were surprised at how few designated first 
year (program) coordinators there are across 
the country. 



Interviews 

 Role of Coordinator 

 Responsibilities 

 Challenges 

 

 Teaching 

 Diversity 

 Adaptive responses 

We have conducted about 20 interviews through Queensland, NSW, 
Victoria, NZ 
 



Role of Coordinator 

 

Responsibilities 

• Leadership 

• Management 

• Administration 

• Teaching and 
Assessment 

Challenges 

• Workload 

• Effecting change 

• Managing 
expectations 



Teaching 

 

Diversity 

• Service teaching 

• Preparedness 

• Future pathways 

• Engagement 

Adaptive responses 

• Bridging programs 

• Online learning 

• Diagnostic Testing 

• Maths Support 



Workshop 

 Over 30 academics representing 21 institutions 

 Covered every state (not NT) with Go8’s, urban and 
regional and across the ditch 

 First year coordinators, lecturers, undergrad 
coordinator and PhD students 

 



Workshop Outcomes 

• Confirmed the need for a network. 

• Provided opportunity for academics involved in learning 
and teaching in mathematics to discuss and share ideas. 

• Forum for discussion of concerns that have national 
implications such as prerequisites, decline in quantitative 
skills in students and increasing diversity in students. 

 



Where to from here?   

  

 Academics coordinating and teaching in first year face 
significant difficulties in meeting the expectations of 
their superiors, colleagues and students.  

 How can we support these people by raising the profile of 
their role? 

 Many academics are isolated due to workload, 
geography, departmental/school structures. 

 How can a network provide supportive and useful activities 
and resources for these people? 



Building on our findings 

 Workshops 
 Sydney, Brisbane and ? 

 Expert presentations and focused discussion. 

 Developing an enduring event 

 Online presence 
 What sort of online presence is the most useful to our target 

audience? 

 Building personal connections based on shared interests 

 Developing a range of resources 

 Discussion and sharing 

 



Questions and suggestions? 

 We have so much information we need to decide what 
would be the most valuable  things to focus on! 


